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ABSTRACT
Avoiding singularities in the workspace of a parallel robot is an important issue. The case of 3-RPR planar
robots is an important subject of theoretical studies. We study the singularities of planar 3-RPR robots by using
a new parameterization of the singular locus in a modified workspace. This approach enables us to give a simple
alternative proof of a result recently proved by M. Husty: the complement of the singular locus in the workspace
of a generic 3-RPR manipulator has two connected components (called aspects). The parameterization introduced
in this paper, due to its simple geometric properties, proves to be useful for the study of the singularities of 3-RPR
robots.
Keywords: parallel robots, singularities
1 Introduction
Planar 3-RPRmanipulators have been extensively studied because they meet several interesting features such as potential
industrial applications, relative kinematic simplicity and nice mathematical properties [1-12]. Moreover, the study of the 3-
RPR planar manipulator may help to better understand the kinematic behaviour of its more complex spatial counterpart, the
6-d.o.f. octahedral manipulator, as reported in [3]. An important feature of these manipulators is their ability to change
assembly mode without encountering a singularity [1-6]. Since a parallel manipulator becomes uncontrollable on a singular
(for the direct kinematic problem) configuration, this feature is interesting as it can enlarge its usable workspace. Knowing
whether a parallel manipulator, or, more interestingly, a family of manipulators has this feature or not is of interest for
both the designer and the end-user. Determining the number of aspects (singularity-free domain) may help answering this
question.
A well-known conjecture in the kinematics community was that a generic 3-RPR manipulator has two aspects. Recently
[6], M. Husty published a proof of this conjecture. Since, in the same time, there are up to 6 assembly modes, this shows
that a generic manipulator has more than one assembly mode in one of its aspects, thus showing that non-singular assembly
mode changing motions are possible. The proof by M. Husty is rather technical and involved, and the details of the proof are
yet to appear in a joint paper with J. Schicho. We propose here a much simpler proof which is based on a parameterization
of the singular surface different from the one used by M. Husty and on arguments of a simple topological nature.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes a modified workspace and the new parameterization of
the singular surface in this modified workspace. Section 3 introduces useful tools which are the curves of zeros and poles of
this parameterization. Section 4 is devoted to the proof that there are generically two aspects, including a method to design
a; path between points in the same aspect. We also discuss in this section the non-generic cases and the distribution of the
solutions of the direct kinematic problem in the two aspects.
2 The parameterization of the singular surface
2.1 Notations
In order to describe the manipulator, we use here the following notations (see Fig. 1):
The base triangle is A1A2A3 (with the direct orientation). We take bA = A1A2 as the base of this triangle; the coordinates
of the point A3 in the direct orthonormal frame F with origin A1 and first coordinate axis directed and oriented by
  !A1A2
are denoted by (dA;hA).
The moving triangle is denoted by B1B2B3 where Bi is linked to Ai by a leg of the manipulator (B1B2B3 may be in
indirect orientation). We use the parameters (bB;hB;dB), analogous to the ones defined above for the base triangle, to
encode the geometry of the moving triangle. Note that hB may be negative.
We assume that neither the base nor the moving triangles are flat, i.e. none of bA, hA, bB and hB is 0.
2.2 The modified workspace
The workspaceW of the manipulator is the space of planar rigid motions. Usually, the position of the moving triangle
with respect to the base triangle is given by the coordinates (j;x;y) where
the angular coordinate j measures the angle (  !A1A2;  !B1B2) modulo 2p,
the coordinates (x;y) are the coordinates of B1 in the frame F defined above.
Fig. 1. Parameters and coordinates
We propose here to use a modified workspace eW where the coordinates of the translation part of the rigid motion
are some kind of polar coordinates. More precisely, eW is the parameter space for a parameterization m : eW !W - not
everywhere one-to-one - of the workspace, but we shall call it “modified workspace” for short. The modification m is
defined by m(j;q;r1) = (j;r1 cos(q);r1 sin(q)) where
j is the same as above,
q 2 [ p=2;p=2] and r1 2 R,
modulo the identification of (j;p=2;r1) with (j; p=2; r1) (see Fig. 1).
Note that r1 may be negative; its absolute value is the length of the first leg of the manipulator. The angle q is an oriented
angle of lines (the angle of lines (A1A2) and (A1B1), if B1 is distinct from A1) and it is measured modulo p.
It is in order here to comment the use of this modified workspace eW . The coordinates we shall use have the peculiarity
that all triples (j;q;0)with j fixed and q varying from p=2 to p=2 correspond viam to the same position of the manipulator.
In some sense, we choose arbitrarily a direction for the first leg of the manipulator, although its length is null. From the
algebro-geometric point of view, we have blown up the origin 0 2R2, getting thus the Moebius strip [ p=2;p=2]R where
(p=2;r1) is identified with ( p=2; r1). The use of these coordinates may look awkward at first sight, but it will enable us
to obtain a useful parameterization of the singular surface in our modified workspace, with r1 as a function of j and q.
The modification m : eW !W is one-to-one outside of the set x = y = 0 inW . This set is contained in the singular set
(the configurations with B1 = A1 are singular). The set x= y= 0 is a circle inW , parameterized by j; its inverse image by m
in eW is the torus r1 = 0, parameterized by (j;q). Hence, the singular set is changed when it is pulled back along m : eW !W .
Actually, this change of the singular set makes easier to understand its geometry. However, we are primarily interested in the
complement of the singular set in the workspace, and this complement is not affected by pulling back along m. Hence, the
number of aspects can well be determined by using eW .
We denote by T the torus R=2pZR=pZ with coordinates (j;q). We denote by p : eW ! T the projection defined by
p(j;q;r1) = (j;q). Note that, for each point (j;q) of the torus T , the fiber p 1(j;q) of the projection is a line, but eW is not
globally homeomorphic to the product T R; the modified workspace eW is actually a nontrivial line bundle over T .
2.3 Parameterization of the singular surface
The equation of the singular locus in the modified workspace eW is obtained by expressing the fact that the legs (A1B1),
(A2B2) and (A3B3) are concurrent or parallel; this is done by equating a 33 determinant to 0. There is of course a factor r1
in this equation (a result of the blowing up of the origin of R2). The other factor (which is actually the equation of the strict
transform of the singular surface by the blowing up) has the form
N(j;q) D(j;q)r1 ; (1)
where N(j;q) and D(j;q) are polynomials in the trigonometric functions of j and q. Precisely, we have:
N(j;q) = bB

(bA dB hA hB dA dB)(sinj)2 bA hA sinj





bA (hA dB dA hB) cosj+bA (dA bB dA dB hA hB) sinj
+bA bB hB+bB (dA hB bA hB hA dB)(cosj)2
















In the following, we shall call singular surface the surface in eW with equation N(j;q) D(j;q)r1 = 0 and singular
locus the union of this surface with r1 = 0.





. Observe that we have rSing1 (j;q+ p) =
 rSing1 (j;q), which agrees with the identification made in the description of the modified workspace.
From an algebro-geometric point of view, the singular locus in the line bundle eW consists of two sections of this line
bundle over T : the zero section r1 = 0 and a rational section given by r
Sing
1 (j;q). This relatively simple description will
allow us to have a good control on the topology of the complement.
The parameterization rSing1 (j;q) gives an infinite value for r
Sing
1 when D(j;q) = 0, and the zero value when N(j;q) = 0.
These two equations describe curves on the torus T which is the space of the angular coordinates (j mod 2p;q mod p). The
curve D(j;q) = 0 will be called the curve of poles of the parameterization, and the curve N(j;q) = 0 its curve of zeros. The
points of intersection of the two curves are the indetermination points of the parameterization rSing1 (j;q). These two curves
will play a prominent role in the determination of the connected components of the complement of the singular locus.
3 Poles and zeros of the parameterization
3.1 Example
We consider the manipulator with parameters bA = 15:9, hA = 10, dA = 0, bB = 17, hB = 16:1, dB = 13:2. These
parameters correspond to the Innocenti–Merlet manipulator [14]. Figure 2 shows the curve of zeros N(j;q) = 0 in dashed
line, and the curve of poles D(j;q) = 0 in solid line. The two curves intersect in eight indetermination points indicated by
diamonds.
Fig. 2. Curves of poles and zeros for the Innocenti-Merlet manipulator
Recall that the space of (j;q) is actually a torus T obtained by gluing the left side of the picture with the right side, and
the bottom side with the top side. Taking into account these identifications, we see that the curve of poles has two connected
components (two branches), visibly corresponding one to the other in the translation j 7! j+p (mod 2p), while the curve
of zeros has only one connected component. The two branches of the curve of poles cut the torus T in two cylinders. The
complement of the union of the curves in T has eight connected components. Six among them are rather small and some are
not even easily distinguished in Fig. 2.
3.2 The curve of poles
The formula (3) for D(j;q) shows that D(j;q) = 0 can be solved in tanj. Specifically, we have
tan(j) =
(hA bB bA hB) sin(q) cos(q)+(bA dB dA bB) sin(q)2
hA bB cos(q)2+(bA dB dA bB) cos(q) sin(q)+bA hB sin(q)2 : (4)
This formula gives, for each value of q, two values of j modulo 2p which differ by p. This is rather clear from a geometric







where ` is a projection parallel to the common direction of the infinite legs, which is given by q; this is realized by two
orientations of the moving triangle with respect to the base (encoded by the angle j) which differ by p.
Note that the curve of poles has no “horizontal” component, i.e. no component of the form q = constant. This could
happen only if the numerator and denominator in (4) would both vanish for some value of q. It can be easily checked that
this is never the case, whatever values are given to bA;hA;dA;bB;hB;dB (always assuming neither triangle is flat).
We have seen in the example that the curve of poles has two branches (or connected components) one of which is
obtained from the other by the translation j 7! j+p. This is always the case. This point, which will be of importance later,
is not a priori clear, since there could be only one branch possessing the translation symmetry j 7! j+p. But indeed the
equation cosj= 0, together with D(j;q) = 0, is an equation of degree 2 in tanq, precisely
bA hB (tanq)2+(bA dB bB dA) tanq+bB hA = 0 : (6)
This equation has 0 or 2 solutions in q. The fact that this number is even implies that, if one follows continuously a
determination of j along D(j;q) = 0 when q varies from  p=2 to p=2, one returns to the same determination of j modulo
2p. Hence, there are two disjoint branches of the curve D(j;q) = 0. One of the branch intersects q= 0 in (0;0) and the other
in (p;0) = ( p;0).
The two branches of the curveD(j;q) = 0 cut the torus T in two cylinders which are image one of the other by j 7!j+p
(mod 2p). Denote by T1 the cylinder containing ( p=2;0) and by T2 the one containing (p=2;0).
3.3 The curve of zeros
Considering the formula (2) for N(j;q), it appears that N(j;q) = 0 can be solved in tan(q). Hence, we obtain a function
n :j mod 2p 7! q mod p. This can be explained from a geometric point of view : the angle q is the angle from the line (A1A2)
to the line joining A1 to the intersection point of the legs (A2B2) and (A3B3), when B1 = A1 and the angle (
  !A1A2;  !B1B2) is
equal to j.
It may be the case that the curve of zeros is not only the graph of the function n, but has also components which are
“vertical” lines j = constant. These special values of j are those for which the coefficients of cosq and sinq in (2) both
vanish. We shall return to these non generic cases in section 4.3.
3.4 Indetermination points
For a generic 3-RPRmanipulator, the two curvesN(j;q)= 0 andD(j;q)= 0 on the torus T have no common component
and intersect in finitely many points which are the indetermination points of the parameterization.
The indetermination points can be computed using the resultant of N(j;q) and D(j;q) with respect to tanq. This
resultant has four factors
F1(j) = bA bB sinj ;
F2(j) = (dA hB hA dB)cosj+(hA hB+dA dB)sinj
= A1A3B1B3 sin(j a1+b1) ;
F3(j) = (dA hB hA dB+bB hA bA hB)cosj
+(dA dB+bA bB+hA hB bB dA bA dB)sinj
= A2A3B2B3 sin(j+a2 b2) ;
F4(j) = ( bA hB bB hA)cosj+( bA dB+bB dA)sinj+bA hA+bB hB ;
(7)
where we use the angles a1 = (
  !A1A2;  !A1A3), b1 = (  !B1B2;  !B1B3), a2 = (  !A2A3;  !A2A1) and b2 = (  !B2B3;  !B2B1).
The vanishing of the first three factors corresponds to the parallelism of the sides [A1A2] and [B1B2] (respectively [A1A3]
and [B1B3], [A2A3] and [B2B3]). The fact that this gives rise to situations where the singular value of r1 is not determined has
an easy geometric interpretation: this is for instance the case if the two sides [A1A2] and [B1B2] are on the same line.
There is clearly another situation where the singular value of r1 is not determined : when the three legs of the manipulator
are parallel. The conditions for the parallelism of the second and third legs with the first one are as follows:
bA sinq = bB sin(q j)
dA sinq hA cosq = dB sin(q j) hB cos(q j) : (8)
Writing these equation in tanq and taking the resultant with respect to tanq gives indeed the fourth factor, up to sign.
Each of these first three factors has two solutions in j modulo 2p which differ by p. The last factor may have or not
two solutions in j. Hence, for a generic 3-RPR manipulator, the parameterization has 6 or 8 indetermination points, possibly
counted with multiplicity. The non generic case is the case when the resultant of N(j;q) and D(j;q) with respect to tanq is
identically zero. We shall return to this case in section 4.3.
4 Proof that there are generically two aspects
We now proceed to prove that a generic 3-RPR manipulator has two aspects, i.e. that the complement of the singular
locus in eW has two connected components. Recall that this singular locus is the union of r1 = 0 and of N(j;q) r1D(j;q) =
0. Recall also that the curve of poles D(j;q) = 0 in the torus T has two branches which cut T in two cylinders T1 and T2.
4.1 The unbounded components above the cylinders Ti
Let us examine what happens in the part p 1(Ti) of the modified workspace eW which is above the cylinder Ti. The
section rSing1 (j;q) is defined over Ti since the denominator D(j;q) does not vanish on Ti, and the singular locus in p
 1(Ti)
is the union of the two sections
(j;q) 7 ! r1 = 0
(j;q) 7 ! r1 = rSing1 (j;q)
(9)
over Ti. Locally, these two sections can be viewed as continuous functions with values in R and, in the complement of their
graphs, there is a connected part which is “above” both and another connected part which is “under” both. Now recall that
we have the identification of (j;q;r1) with (j;q+p; r1). Hence, when one makes one turn on the cylinder Ti going from
q= p=2 to q= p=2, the part of the complement of the singular locus over Ti which is “above” both sections is glued with
the part which is “under” both sections. In conclusion, there is only one unbounded connected component of the complement
of the singular locus in p 1(Ti).
Given any two points belonging to the unbounded component in p 1(Ti), there is a continuous path joining them inside
this component. We give an explicit procedure to describe such a path for two points in p 1(T2). Denote by j = t(q) the
parameterization of the branch of the curve of poles passing through (0;0), so that T2 is the cylinder of (j;q) such that
0 < j  t(q)< p (mod 2p). It will be convenient to allow q to vary from  p=2 to 3p=2, always identifying (j;q+p;r1)
with (j;q; r1); then one can describe the unbounded component in p 1(T2) as the set of (j;q;r1) with  p=2 q< 3p=2,
0 < j  t(q) < p (mod 2p) and r1 > max(0;rSing1 (j;q)). Hence, the unbounded component is the image of (0;p)
[ p=2;3p=2) (0;+¥) by the continuous mapping
(h;q;s) 7 ! (t(q)+h; q; max(0;rSing1 (t(q)+h;q))+ s) : (10)
We can take, as path joining two points in the unbounded component, the image by the mapping above of the segment joining
the two corresponding points in (0;p) [ p=2;3p=3) (0;+¥).
It remains to understand the bounded connected components (those which are comprised between the two sections), and
how these components are glued together when passing from one cylinder to the other.
4.2 The bounded components
Each cylinder Ti is cut into finitely many connected components by the curve of zeros. The sections r1 = 0 and r1 =
rSing1 (j;q) are defined, continuous and nowhere equal on each of these connected componentsC. Hence, the complement of
the singular locus in p 1(C) eW has one bounded connected component comprised between the two sections.
We make now the following genericity assumptions.
1. The curves N(j;q) = 0 and D(j;q) = 0 have no common component.
2. The curve N(j;q) = 0 has no “vertical line” (j= constant) component.
We consider the consequences of the first genericity assumption. The curves N(j;q) = 0 and D(j;q) = 0 have only
finitely many indetermination points in common. When one crosses one branch of the curve D(j;q) = 0 outside of these
indetermination points, passing from the cylinder T1 to T2 or vice-versa, then D(j;q) = 0 changes sign while N(j;q) keeps
its sign. Hence, rSing1 (j;q) jumps from  ¥ to +¥ or vice-versa. Hence, the unbounded component of the complement of
the singular locus over T1 is glued with a bounded component comprised between the sections r1 = 0 and r1 = r
Sing
1 (j;q)
over T2, and vice-versa (see Fig. 3).
We turn now to the consequences of the second genericity assumption. It implies that the curve of zeros is consisting
only of the graph of the function n : j mod 2p 7! q mod p. So it is topologically a circle contained in the torus T and this
circle cannot bound (i.e., it is not homologically trivial). Now consider a connected componentC cut by the curve of zeros in
the cylinder Ti. This connected component has in its boudary at least one segment of a branch of the curve of poles. Indeed,
otherwise C would have as its boundary the whole curve of zeros, by Jordan’s curve theorem; this is in contradiction with
the fact that the curve of zeros is not homologically trivial.
We can give an alternative argument to show thatC cannot be bounded only by the curve of zeros, but must have at least
one segment of a branch of the curve of poles in its boundary. If one makes a turn on the torus, with q going from  p=2 to
p=2, following a branch of the curve of poles, say on its left side, then one has to cross the curve of zeros an odd number of
times since rSing1 (j;p=2) =  rSing1 (j; p=2). Hence, there are an odd number of indetermination points, possibly counted
Fig. 3. Crossing the curve of poles
with multiplicity, on each branch of the curve of poles (precisely, 3 or 5 following the discussion in section 3.4). This implies
that the curve of zeros has to cross each branch of the curve of poles.
In conclusion, each bounded connected component of the complement of the singular locus over a cylinder Ti is glued
with the unbounded component over the other cylinder through a segment of a branch of the curve of poles. We completed
the proof of the result of M. Husty:
Theorem 1. A generic planar 3-RPR manipulator has two aspects.
We supplement the proof with the description of a path joining a point in a bounded component in p 1(T1) to the
unbounded component in p 1(T2); combining this with what has been done for the unbounded component, we can design a
path between any two points in the same aspect.
Assume the starting point is (j0;q0;r1;0) with 0< r1;0 < r
Sing
1 (j0;q0) (the case 0 > r1;0 > r
Sing
1 (j0;q0) is dealt with in
a similar way). The graph of j 7! µ(j) = q0+n(j) n(j0) is parallel to the curve of zeros and crosses the curve of poles
for some j1, entering the cylinder T2. The segment of the graph of µ between j0 and j1 is lifted to a continuous path in the
bounded component using
j 7! (j; µ(j); r1;0 min(1;rSing1 (j;µ(j))=rSing1 (j0;q0))) ; (11)
where we take a continuous determination of µ mod p so that rSing1 (j;µ(j)) is positive.
4.3 Non-generic cases
We now discuss briefly the non-generic cases. Recall that we only consider manipulators where neither the base triangle
nor the moving triangle are flat (i.e. bAhAbBhB 6= 0).
The most severe failure to genericity is the case when the two curves N(j;q) = 0 and D(j;q) = 0 have a common
component (i.e., our genericity assumption 1 is not fulfilled). The restriction of the line bundle to this common component
is entirely contained in the singular locus, and this kind of “wall” forbides gluing connected pieces of the complement of
the singular locus. This case can be determined by computing resultants, and it occurs precisely for the following peculiar
geometries of the manipulator :
1. “Similar” manipulators where the moving triangle and the base triangle are directly similar (i.e bB = lbA, hB = lhA and
dB = ldA for some l> 0).
An example with bA = 1, hA = 1, dA = 0 and l= 2 is given in Fig. 4 (left), where the common components (two vertical
lines at j = 0 and j = p are indicated in thick gray. It is known [11] that there are four aspects in this case, and this
can be checked on the figure: there are two connected components of the complement of the singular locus over each
cylinder, one bounded and the other unbounded.
2. “Symmetric” manipulator where the moving triangle is the image of the base triangle by an indirect isometry of the
plane (i.e. bB = bA, hB = hA and dB = dA).
An example with bA = bB = 2, hA = hB = 1 and dA = dB = 0:5 is given in Fig. 4 (right). Here the common component
indicated in thick gray is described by j 2q=p. It is known [15] that there are two aspects in this case.
We now turn to the cases when the first genericity assumption is fulfilled, but the second is not, that is, when the curve of
zeros has components which are vertical lines j= constant. The existence of such values of j can be detected by computing
Fig. 4. Example of a “similar” manipulator (left) and of a “symmetric” manipulator (right)
the resultant of the coefficients of cosq and sinq in (2) with respect to tan(j=2). This resultant is a polynomial expression in
bA;hA;dA;bB;hB;dB, whose factors which possibly vanish are the following
1. dAhB hAdB, which vanishes when the angles a1 = (  !A1A2;  !A1A3) and b1 = (  !B1B2;  !B1B3) are equal modulo p,
2. bA bB, which vanishes when A1A2 = B1B2,
3. h2A+d
2






 b2Bh2B  h2A+(bA dA)2, which vanishes when the height from vertex A1 in the triangle A1A2A3
is equal to the height from vertex B1 in B1B2B3.
The presence of vertical lines j = constant in the curve of zeros could forbid the gluing of a bounded component of the
complement of the singular locus over one cylinder with the unbounded component over the other cylinder only in the case
when two distinct vertical lines are contained in the same cylinder Ti. We sketch the argument showing that this cannot
happen.
We may assume that the height from A1 is not equal to the height from B1, i.e. the factor 4 above does not vanish.
Indeed, if the heights in the triangle B1B2B3 are all three equal to the corresponding heights in the triangle A1A2A3, then the
triangles are equal or symmetric, which is excluded.
In case factor 1 vanishes, there are two vertical lines in the curve of zeros: the lines j = 0 and j = p. These two lines
cannot be contained in the same cylinder since one is obtained from the pther by the translation j 7! j+p.
We assume now that factors 1 and 4 do not vanish. If only one of the two factors 2 or 3 vanishes, then there is just one
vertical line in the curve of zeros (j = 0 or j = a1 b1, respectively). So we are left with the case where factors 2 and 3
both vanish, i.e A1A2 = B1B2 and A1A3 = B1B3. Moreover, we can assume that the heights from B2 and from B3 are equal
respectively to the height from A2 and A3; otherwise, we could choose another vertex for A1. We deduce that the parameters
satisfy bB = bA, hB = hA and dB =  dA. In this case there are two vertical lines in the curves of zeros, the lines j = 0 and
j= a1 b1. These lines are tangent to the same branch of the curve of poles, at points with q= 0 and q= a1 respectively.
Hence, they are not contained in the same cylinder. An example of such a manipulator is given in Fig. 5.
This concludes the discussion of the non generic cases with the following
Theorem 2. The only non generic case when there are four aspects instead of two is when the base and moving triangles
are similar (assuming neither is flat).
The case where one or the other of the triangles are flat has not been included in this discussion. It would need a special
treatment, taking into account hA = 0 or hB = 0.
4.4 Repartition of the solutions of the Direct Kinematic Problem (DKP)
The fact that there are two aspects imply that the solutions of the DKP are equally distributed in each aspect, by a simple
argument using topological degree of mappings. Recall that the topological degree of a smooth mapping f :M! N between
compact connected oriented macannifolds of the same dimension can be computed at a point q 2 N which is not a critical
value of f as the sum of the signs (1) of the Jacobian determinants of f at all points p 2 f 1(q) (i.e., one counts +1 if f
preserves the orientation at p and  1 if it reverses the orientation. The degree is independant of the choice of the regular
value q, see for instance [16].
Fig. 5. Non generic manipulator with bA = bB = 5; hA = hB = 3; dA = dB = 2
We work here with the actual workspace W , which can be described as the product of the circle S1 (with coordinate
j) with the plane R2 (with coordinates (x;y)). The Inverse Kinematic Mapping (IKM) is a mapping from the workspace
W ' S1R2 to the actuated joint space contained in R3. In each aspect, the sign of the Jacobian determinant of the IKM is
constant. Hence, each of the two aspects is characterized by the sign of the Jacobian determinant.
The IKM can be continuously extended to a mapping from the product of S1 with the 2-sphere S2 (compactification
of R2) to the 3-sphere S3 (compactification of R3). Indeed, when the vertex B1 with coordinates (x;y) goes to infinity,
the lengths of all three legs AiBi tend to infinity. The extended continuous mapping between compact connected oriented
manifolds S1 S2 ! S3 is not surjective, hence its topological degree is 0. It follows that, if q 2 R3 is a regular value of
IKM, the sum of the signs of the Jacobian determinants at all solutions of the DKP for q is zero. Hence, there are as many
solutions of the DKP for which it is positive as there are for which it is negative. This proves
Theorem 3. For a non similar 3-RPR manipulator, the solutions of the DKP for a regular value of the IKM are equally
distributed in each aspect.
5 Conclusion
The coordinates (j;q;r1) used for the modified workspace enabled us to express r1 as a function of the angular coordi-
nates j and q on the singular surface. This description of the singular surface was then used in simple topological arguments
to prove that, for a generic 3-RPR manipulator, the complement of the singular locus in the workspace has two connected
components, i.e. the manipulator has two aspects. We showed how to design a singularity-free path between any two points
in the same aspect. We also established that the only non generic case when there are four aspects instead of two is when the
moving triangle is directly similar to the base triangle (assuming neither triangle is flat). We gave a proof that the solutions
of the DKP are equally distributed in the two aspects.
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